Correction to: *Nature Medicine* 10.1038/s41591-019-0525-0, published online 22 July 2019.

Corrections have been made to the version of this article that was initially published, specifically in the Methods subsections 'Geostatistical model' and 'Sensitivity analyses'. First and foremost, corrections have been made to ensure that in the equations, only vectors were typeset in boldface. Thus, in the subsections 'Geostatistical model' (first and fourth display equations) and 'Sensitivity analyses' (equations 1 and 2), the term "***Β***~***0***~ " was corrected to appear as a scalar quantity (in non-boldface) "*Β*~*0*~*"*; and in subsection 'Geostatistical model' (first display equation), the non-vector term " **Σ** " was corrected to appear as the non-boldface " Σ," representing summation. Corrections to bold vectors were also made; in the subsection 'Geostatistical analysis (first display equation), the term " ε~GP~," was corrected to appear as a vector (in boldface) " **ε**~GP~ ", and in 'Sensitivity analyses' (equations 4 and 5), the terms "*Β*~*raw*~ " and "*Β*~*stack*~ " were corrected to appear as vectors (in boldface) "***Β***~***raw***~ " and "***Β***~***stack***~ ", respectively.

Additionally, minor corrections to spacing and punctuation were made to ensure the correct interpretation of the equations; in the subsection 'Geostatistical model' (first display equation) the space in "logit (*p*~*i*~)" was removed and corrected to "logit(*p*~*i*~)", (second display equation) the spaces in "1 . 2^2^" were removed and corrected to "1.2^2^", and (third display equation) the semicolons (";") were replaced with commas (",").

The errors have been corrected in the HTML and PDF versions of the article.
